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WELCOME

No one communication can fully express our story. Rather, it comes to 
life when our audiences experience our words and work over time.

And no one person on the Roosevelt team is our master storyteller. All 
of us will tell — and live — our story every day.

We hope you’ll read, absorb and enjoy this guide, and then make this 
story your own.
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FREE RANGE METHODOLOGY

Our brand strategy is based on an ancient story template: Joseph Campbell’s Hero’s 
Journey. Even if you don’t know Campbell, you know the story formula he discovered. 
It’s the foundation of blockbuster movies, best-selling novels and myths that have 
been handed down for generations. 

The hero’s journey always starts with an unlikely outsider doing her best to get by in 
a broken world. She has dreams; she knows more is possible for her own life and for 
her community, but she can’t find a way to live out her values and fulfill her potential. 
She doesn’t know it yet, but she is our story’s hero. This is Frodo in the shire. Harry 
Potter living under the stairs with the muggles. Dorothy before the tornado.

The hero’s journey continues. One day our hero meets a stranger— a mentor —who 
changes everything. This mentor tells our hero that more is possible for her life and 
world, promising that she can live out her values if she will step into the unknown 
and embark on an adventure to heal the broken landscape. The mentor offers words 
of wisdom for the journey and a magical gift to make the difficult road ahead less 
daunting. The hero accepts this call to adventure, setting off into the unknown.

Right away, this formula for stories gives us a critical brand insight: 
the hero isn’t someone with lots of power or an inherent advantage. The 
hero is just a regular person — someone any listener will identify with 
immediately. So we, the brand, are not the hero of our brand’s story; our 
audiences are our heroes. We don’t tell stories about how great our brand 
is. We tell stories about how great our audiences can be.
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We all know how the story unfolds from here. The hero steps across the threshold, sets off on 
her adventure, and along the way faces increasingly daunting challenges. Each time she faces a 
new challenge, the mentor’s gift comes in handy. In these moments, she draws on the strength 
of the mentor’s words of wisdom and calls upon her deepest values. In doing so she triumphs 
over every setback, defeats the villain, captures a treasure, and comes to understand a core 
truth about the world, the moral of the story.

Campbell discovered something amazing — across all of these stories, the hero never runs 
off and keeps the treasure for herself. Instead, she uses it to heal what was once broken in 
her world. Campbell believes these stories are so resonant and sticky because they teach us 
how to grow from child-like, passive helplessness to a state of fully engaged citizenship. 

Brands that call their audiences into an adventure to live out their highest values 
are not only more inspired — they are more effective.

Heroes need mentors to get them moving to action. Because all brand 
communications are intended to get our audiences moving to action, the 
natural role for our brand in our story is that of the mentor. Our job is to 
activate, inspire and support our audiences. We are here to say “so much more 
is possible” and get our heroes out the door, into an adventure to live out their 
own values. To embody this mentor character, as a brand, we will adopt a 
single, instantly recognizable archetype (like a captain, a healer, or a rebel) to 
guide external tone and brand voice.
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Let go of the networks v. FFC tension by renaming or 
unnaming them.

Think Peace Corps. White House Fellows. Fulbright Scholars, Rhodes Scholars. 
Roosevelters should be celebrated as such no matter their age or experience. Over 
time, this designation should carry implicit clout, everywhere. A distinction should be 
made to designate expert credibility, particularly for the press, but moving forward, 
Roosevelt should embrace the fact that it is identifying and cultivating the most 

CORE RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations will create more clarity, consistency and 
simplicity for the Roosevelt brand.

ONE ROOSEVELT TRIBE, INSIDE AND OUT.

Un-name or blend as many existing names as possible. Rename 
strategically.

Words like “student” “alumni” and “networks” do no justice to the strength of 
Roosevelt’s deep expertise, unique breadth and effective national infrastructure. Don’t 
be afraid of playful, human terms (embracing “Roosevelter” more visibly). 

SIMPLIFY BRAND LEXICON DRAMATICALLY.

Define (together) a clear, simple public manifesto or set of 
guiding principles.

It can be simple, but Roosevelt Institute’s website relaunch should include a prominent, 
inspiring manifesto — an early version of a “unified field theory” that puts stakes in the 
ground about what RI uniquely stands for. This could take the form of a manifesto, an 
articulation of a metaphor to effectively replace “trickle down”, a next  “New Deal” (New 
Ideal?), or something else (aligned with chosen direction). Roosevelt must (visibly) stand 
for something clear, beyond a connection to legacy. 

MAKE SURE THERE’S A “THERE” THERE.

They’re birds of a feather.

While tempting to simplify focus toward economic and away from social, the 
intersection between social and economic ideals, policies, and outcomes defined 
both FDR and Eleanor and is an intellectual and influencer space Roosevelt could 
authentically dominate. Explore their interplay explicitly; perhaps FFC fellows 
primarily focus on economic policy and their social implications while many 
students and alumni focus on  social policies and their economic implications. Don’t 
worry about being too rigid about distinctions. Messaging requires simplicity but 
intellectual parameters should remain broad to allow for expansive insights and 
influence.

EMBRACE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL.

Internal struggles distract from external clarity.

Because of Roosevelt’s unique history, past activities served multiple, distinct 
theories of change. Simply put, we worked to fulfill our vision by:

1. Making rule making more inclusive. (Networks)
2. Reshaping rules to better serve the common good. (FFC)

From an outsider’s perspective, these theories of change are closely related and can 
easily share a common brand. Now, we all work to fulfil our vision by: 

Making rulemaking  more inclusive and reimagining the rules to better serve the 
common good. 

FULLY INTEGRATE THEORY OF CHANGE.
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The brand map on the following page outlines the core story 
elements that underlie our brand. 

On the surface of our story, we articulate our role as mentor 
and define the heroes of all communications (our audiences). 
We identify the gift we use to empower them, the human voice 
of our brand (our mentor archetype), and the villain we are out 
to defeat, together. 

Below the surface of our story, we find the moral — the core 
truth uniting everything we say and do. That moral is based on 
values we seek to share with our audiences and live out in all 
our words and deeds as a brand. It translate into a succinct call 
to adventure, the invitation into engagement with our brand. 

 

OUR INTERNAL STORY STRATEGY 

A story-based brand unites all communications and activities within a coherent, sweeping 
narrative starring our audience as hero.



CLARITY OF VISION
Gift

THE TRAILBLAZER

Mentor

COMMON GOOD
CREATIVITY
INCLUSIVITY

COURAGE

WHEN THE RULES DON’T WORK, IT’S OUR 
RESPONSIBILITY TO REWRITE THEM

OUR STORY STRATEGY 

Primary Heroes
INFLUENCERS

&

THINKERS

Broken World
RULEMAKING IS NOT 

PARTICIPATORY; RULES 

DO NOT PERPETUATE THE 

COMMON GOOD

Healed World
MORE PARTICIPATORY 

RULEMAKING; RULES THAT 

SERVE THE COMMON GOOD

RULES — WRITTEN AND 

UNWRITTEN — THAT 

PERPETUATE INEQUALITY

Villain

REIMAGINE THE RULES

Call to Adventure (tagline)

TONE
• positive & principled
• human-scale & expansive
• courageous & creative
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NAME
Formally:

ROOSEVELT INSTITUTE

Casually: 
 ROOSEVELT

BRAND ARCHITECTURE

Weekly

Monthly

Bi-Annual

DISTINGUISHED PUBLIC SERVICE 

AWARDS

HYDE PARK LEADERSHIP 

INSTITUTE

Annual

COLLEGE CHAPTERS & ALUMNI GROUPS
ROOSEVELT @ [LOCATION]

Generally: 
ROOSEVELTERS

Formally: 
SENIOR FELLOW

FELLOW

EMERGING FELLOW

ALUMNI NETWORK & FELLOWS

REIMAGINE THE RULES
TAGLINE

ALUMNI & PROJECT-BASED 

LISTSERVS

As needed

Current Projects Blog & Listservs

BIG IDEAS BREAKFASTS
Monthly /Quarterly

Recurring events

Blog
REWRITE THE RULES

MILLENNIAL AGENDA

WORK AND LABOR

·      Future of Work

FINANCE AND WEALTH

·      Financialization
·      Refund America

INFLUENCE AND POWER

WOMEN AND FAMILIES

·      Women and Girls Rising

NEXT AMERICAN ECONOMY

BLUEPRINT SERIES

10 IDEAS SERIES

SUMMER INSTITUTE

ROOSEVELT@

Identity
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FROM STRATEGY TO MESSAGE
Here’s how each internal story element will influence our messaging strategy

As we craft any message, we imagine a specific target hero — an influencer or 
thinker — and craft language and imagery to resonate with her.

Our values provide an entry point for our heroes and will unite them once they 
join us. Call upon these values directly and indirectly: common good, creativity, 
inclusivity and courage.

Our archetype, the trailblazer, guides our tone. We are positive & principled, 
human-scale & expansive, and creative & courageous. We create drama and 
conflict by revealing the villain, the root cause we’re out to defeat: the rules — 
written and unwritten — that perpetuate inequality. 

When our heroes feel skeptical that the path we’ve described is possible (or mis-
take us for any other brand) we remind them of our unique offering, the gift that 
will help them create the change they seek: the clarity of our vision. 

Our moral is our primary message — our over arching truth — from which all 
supporting messages and calls to action flow. All our communications point to 
this north star: when the rules don’t work, it’s our responsibility to rewrite 
them.

Our call to adventure, reimagine the rules, is the invitation into an active 
journey with our brand. 

FROM STRATEGY TO MARKET

Here’s how each story element influences our external messaging and marketing. 

Each of the following pages translates these internal-
facing guideposts into external guidelines. The left side 
of the page documents the internal element; the right 
side documents guidelines for messaging and marketing 
drawn from that element.
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We connect with each hero on the level of values 
we authentically share.

INFLUENCERS

We give existing influencers access to the smartest, most forward-thinking 
minds, helping them grow more and more thoughtful and effective 
themselves. 

The parts of our brand that will most likely resonate with this hero?
• gift: clarity of vision
• value: common good
• villain: rules that perpetuate inequality

THINKERS 

We give thinkers a platform to influence media makers and policy makers, 
and the support to become influencers themselves.

The parts of our brand that will most likely resonate with this hero?
• call to adventure: Rewrite the rules
• value: creativity
• villain: rules that perpetuate inequality

We call on the inner hero in 
these primary target audiences: 

INFLUENCERS

From presidential candidate to union leader 
to campus president to journalist, we partner 
with the most powerful policy makers and 
communicators, providing them with clear, 
principled insights and visionary, actionable plans.

THINKERS

Whether 17 or 70, Roosevelt exists to find, nurture, 
and curate the finest minds, supporting their work 
on the biggest problems — and solutions. To these 
heroes we offer a lifelong intellectual home and the 
opportunity to become more and more influential 
as their careers progress.

Our audiences are our heroes; we invite them on an inspiring journey with our brand. Until they meet the mentor, in the form 
of our brand, these heroes are just everyday people doing their best. This is Frodo in the shire, Dorothy before the tornado, or 
Harry Potter living under the stairs.

OUR HEROES... ...AND HOW WE MEET THEM
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As trailblazer we are...

POSITIVE & PRINCIPLED
Recently, too many Americans have started to give up on the American 
Dream. From left to right, cynics, opportunists and fatalists alike are trying 
to tear it down. Not us. 

HUMAN-SCALE & EXPANSIVE

Yes, we believe in progress. Yes, we believe in prosperity. But we know it 
takes more than ideals to achieve them. It takes the vision, expertise, and 
participation of real people, not just those currently in power.

CREATIVE & COURAGEOUS 

Some idealists fade into the shadows when the going gets tough. Others 
remain so attached to their lofty dreams that they stay stuck in the clouds. 
We know exactly what effective aspirations look like: we draw daily 
inspiration not just from the ideals Eleanor and Franklin believed in, but the 
tenacity it took to achieve them. 

As mentor, we are the 
trailblazer.
For most, the future is a vast unknown, a source of 
vague unease. Not you. Equal parts visionary and 
maker, you thrive on the knowledge that each of us 
has the power to create any future we want. 

Nearly always unsatisfied with the state of the 
present, you relentlessly scan the horizon for what’s 
possible, making the best of measured forward 
progress in the meantime. To some, your dogged 
insistence on forward motion can feel daunting but 
your warm spirit wins over even the most reluctant 
of skeptics. 

You naturally attract followers  — widely admired 
for your independence, you keep your allies few and 
close. 

People seek relationships with other people, not faceless organizations. Our brand must be expressed in the clear, familiar 
voice of a mentor, inviting our audiences (the heroes of our story) into a journey to change the world. Think of Dumbledore, 
Glinda the Good Witch, or Gandalf. 

OUR ARCHETYPE... ...GUIDES OUR TONE
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We write new rules that expand access to 
power and prosperity; we expand access to 
rulemaking, encouraging new voices and new 
rules.

The villain is the source of all that is broken in our hero’s landscape. The villain is also the root cause we encourage our 
audiences to work together to defeat. Think Voldemort, the Wicked Witch of the West, and Darth Vader.

...AND HOW WE FIGHT

Rules — written and unwritten 
— that perpetuate inequality.

THE VILLAIN...
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We adapt the enduring values of Franklin and 
Eleanor in response to a changing world.

Clarity of Vision

The gift is the element that makes the difficult journey possible for our hero; it is what we give our audience that enables them 
to succeed. Think of the ruby red slippers given to Dorothy by the Good Witch, or the magic staff given to Moses. The gift gives 
flavor to a brand  —  serving as a differentiator  — and is often its most memorable feature.

OUR GIFT... ...AND HOW WE OFFER IT
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WE ARE STRAIGHTFORWARD.

It’s easy to get caught up in the jargon wars: equity v. equality, etc. We 
rise above the rhetoric with policies and language that appeal to a 
commonsense, irrefutable ideal: the common good.

COMMON GOOD

We believe in an America where hard work is 
rewarded, everyone participates, and we all enjoy a 
fair share of our collective prosperity.

Successful brands and organizations evolve from a set of core values that drive and prioritize activities. These values guide 
internal culture and external relationships, providing access points for our audiences based on values they share with us.

OUR CORE VALUES... ...AND HOW THEY TRANSLATE

WE ARE ALWAYS EVOLVING.

From the births of Eleanor and Franklin through our own iterations as 
an organization, we embrace constant change as a natural outgrowth of 
our creative spirit. Internally and outwardly, we embrace processes and 
policies that are dynamic, not stagnant.

WE SET THE STANDARD FOR PARTICIPATION.

No think tank has ever had the resources we do — we are rich in exactly 
the kind of fruitful tensions that move us all forward. We will improve 
our internal and external channels for participation, setting (and 
evolving) the standard for how a new kind of think tank can really 

CREATIVITY

Achieving the common good for all Americans takes 
a can-do spirit and a boundless imagination. We are 
creative both in process and in solutions. 

INCLUSIVITY

While it’s possible to write top-down rules that are 
good for many, we can do better. We dramatically 
expand access to policymaking, encouraging 
diversity of perspective and equitable access.

COURAGE

Change requires us to speak — and stand by — hard 
truths.

WE WORK INSIDE THE SYSTEM — TO CHANGE IT.

We work inside the existing system to radically transform it. For insiders, that 
means the courage to stand our ground. For outsiders, it means the tenacity to get 
inside. 
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• Regular people made these rules. We can remake them.

• Don’t break the rules — reimagine them.

• Some people follow the rules; others rewrite them.

• Shape what shapes you

• People make markets.

• The only thing more powerful than money? People.

• Don’t just critique what is. Imagine what can be (if we build it).

• Reimagine...

• Rethink...

• Recreate...

• Rewrite...

• (ie.) Are federal student loan regulations really working for your bank 
account? No? Let’s reimagine them. 

• (ie.) Does corporate tax law contribute to the common good? Let’s 
reimagine the ways it could. 

When the rules don’t work, it’s 
our responsibility to rewrite 
them.

The Moral is the single core truth we stand for. 
Every communication we put out and every action we take orients to this north star belief.

OUR MORAL... ...AND THE MESSAGING IT 
INSPIRES
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Our Tagline
Reimagine is a creative, expansive invitation into our moral. The simple, 
human concept of “rules” encompasses the complexity of economic, political 
and social policies.

Reimagine the rules

The call to adventure is the inspirational invitation offered by the mentor at the beginning of the journey. All communications 
should end with a version of this invitation; every action we offer our heroes should support this lofty but attainable invitation. 

OUR CALL TO 
ADVENTURE...

...AND HOW WE USE IT
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IN <50 WORDS

Roosevelt brings together thousands of thinkers and doers — from 
emerging leaders in every state to Nobel laureate economists. We 
reimagine the rules that guide our social and economic realities.

[ADD CONTEXT-SPECIFIC ASK OR CALL TO ACTION]

IN <100 WORDS

Until economic and social rules work for all Americans, they’re not 

working. Inspired by the legacy of Franklin and Eleanor, Roosevelters 

reimagine America as it should be — a place where work is rewarded, 

everyone participates, and everyone enjoys a fair share of our collective 

prosperity. 

 

We bring together thousands of thinkers and doers — from a new 

generation of leaders in every state to Nobel laureate economists — 

working to redefine the rules that guide our social and economic realities. 

We rethink and reshape everything from local policy to federal legislation, 

orienting toward a new system, designed by many for the good of all.

[ADD CONTEXT-SPECIFIC ASK OR CALL TO ACTION]

BOILERPLATE

Use these options word-for-word on 
any formal brand collateral (annual 
report, funding applications, 
website). 

Day-to-day, develop individual 
versions (elevator pitches) that feel 
comfortable for everyone on staff — 
feel free to adapt them for context.
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Until economic and social rules work for all Americans, they’re not 
working. Inspired by the legacy of Franklin and Eleanor, Roosevelt 
Institute reimagines America as it should be — a place where hard work is 
rewarded, everyone participates, and everyone enjoys a fair share of our 
collective prosperity. We believe that when the rules work against this 
vision, it’s our responsibility to recreate them.

We bring together thousands of thinkers and doers — from a new 
generation of leaders in every state to Nobel laureate economists — work 
to redefine the rules that guide our social and economic realities. We 
rethink and reshape everything from local policy to federal legislation, 
orienting toward a new economic and political system, one built by many 
for the good of all.

ABOUT PAGE
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HEROES
MEDIA

POLITICIANS & 

CANDIDATES

ORGANIZATIONAL 

PARTNERS & ACTIVISTS

OUR PRIMARY HEROES
Our audiences are idealists — eager for tangible evidence of progress, increasingly hesitant to accept any political 
position wholesale, and ready to work inclusively for the change they seek. Many of them struggle with an irony 
inherent to our work: they have benefited from the broken system they’re out to reimagine.

Broadly speaking, we serve influencers and thinkers, activating thinkers to expand their reach and influencers to 
think more deeply before they act. As the trajectory of our hero’s relationship unfolds, he or she becomes more and 
more thoughtfully influential. 

The Influencer

From presidential candidate to union leader to campus president 
to journalist, we partner with the most powerful policy makers 
and communicators, providing them with clear, principled 
insights and visionary, actionable plans.

We give existing influencers access to the smartest, most 
forward-thinking minds, helping them grow more and more 
thoughtful and effective themselves. 

HEROES
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT MEMBERS

PROSPECTIVE FELLOWS

POLICYMAKERS & ECONOMISTS

ETC.

The Thinker

Whether 17 or 70, Roosevelt exists to find, nurture, and curate the 
finest minds, supporting their work on the biggest problems — and 
solutions. To these heroes we offer a lifelong intellectual home 
and the opportunity to become more and more influential as their 
careers progress.

We give thinkers a platform to influence media makers and policy 
makers, and the support to become influencers themselves.

OTHER THINK TANKS

PARTNER FUNDERS

POLICYMAKERS & 

ECONOMISTS

ETC.



CLARITY OF VISION
Gift

THE TRAILBLAZER

Mentor

COMMON GOOD
CREATIVITY
INCLUSIVITY

COURAGE

WHEN THE RULES DON’T WORK, IT’S OUR 
RESPONSIBILITY TO REWRITE THEM

OUR STORY STRATEGY 

Primary Heroes
INFLUENCERS

&

THINKERS

Broken World
RULEMAKING IS NOT 

PARTICIPATORY; RULES 

DO NOT PERPETUATE THE 

COMMON GOOD

Healed World
MORE PARTICIPATORY 

RULEMAKING; RULES THAT 

SERVE THE COMMON GOOD

RULES — WRITTEN AND 

UNWRITTEN — THAT 

PERPETUATE INEQUALITY

Villain

REIMAGINE THE RULES

Call to Adventure (tagline)

TONE
• positive & principled
• human-scale & expansive
• courageous & creative



WORDS WE LOVE
And words we avoid

HANDS-ON
CROWDSOURCED

POWER

CREATEWORK

EVERYONEPARTICIPATE

IDEAS BRINK NEXT

INSTEAD OF SAYING... WE SAY...

policies
youth / young / Millennials
network

progressive / liberal
democracy
legacy / The Roosevelts

PEOPLE

rules

emerging 

networked / crowdsourced 

wisdom / opensource ideas

common good

participation

Eleanor & Franklin

WE RULES

ALL

Note: these are meant to inspire new ways of talking and thinking about our work; never shoehorn a particular word 
into a communication simply to follow the rules. 
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As you create new communications, ask yourself these questions. The more you can answer “yes!” to these 
questions, the more likely it is you’re telling a compelling story and staying on brand. Don’t worry, you won’t get 
yeses to every one, every time.

BRAND ALIGNMENT TESTS
STRATEGIC TESTS 

THE HERO TEST
Does this communication speak directly to our heroes, influencers 
and thinkers?

THE MENTOR & TONE TEST
Does it appear to have been written or spoken in the voice of a 
human-scale, relatable character? Does that real human appear to 
be a trailblazer, with a positive, principled, expansive, courageous 
and creative tone?

THE VALUES TEST
Does it connect with our audiences’ shared belief in the common 
good? Does it call on the listener’s natural creativity? Is it deeply 
inclusive?

THE MORAL TEST
Does it point to the universal truth that whenever the existing rules 
don’t work, it’s our responsibility to rewrite them?

THE GIFT TEST
Does it offer our powerful differentiator — a specific, clear vision?

TACTICAL TESTS

MEMORABLE
Does this communication include a powerful image or 
metaphor that makes abstract concepts accessible and 
unforgettable? 

EMOTIONAL
Does it make you feel something rather than just think 
something?

RELATABLE
Does it have a clear protagonist with whom audiences can 
identify?

IMMERSIVE
Does it make you feel, even for a moment, that you are 
immersed in the story at hand?

TANGIBLE
Does this communication give your audience a clear next step, 
something she can do in her own life?
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BRAND MARK 
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Logo 

Logo Type

LOGO ELEMENTS
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Minimum Clear Space

Minimum Clear Space = x-height of the logotype

x height

LOGO: CORRECT USAGE
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Logo: Incorrect Usage

Never change the 
position and/or 
lockup of the logo 
mark

Never rotate the logo 
to an angle

Never use the logo 
type as a standlone 
element

Never alter the 
proporations of the 
logo mark

OUR INTERNAL STORY strategy 

A story-based brand unites all communications and activities within a coherent, sweeping narrative starring our audience as hero.

OUR INTERNAL STORY strategy 

A story-based brand unites all communications and activities within a coherent, sweeping narrative starring our audience as hero.

LOGO: INCORRECT USAGE
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Logo: Incorrect Usage

The logo can be used 
with the tag line 
removed.

This version of the logo 
emphasizes the “R” 
and de-emphasizes 
the logotype.  Good 
for landscape / 
horizontal  formats 
such as presentations 
or banners.

This version of the logo 
emphasizes the “R” 
and de-emphasizes 
the logotype.  Good 
for portrait / vertical 
formats such as 
pamplets.

The “R” can be 
used separate from 
the logotype when 
necessary.

OUR INTERNAL STORY strategy 

A story-based brand unites all communications and activities within a coherent, sweeping narrative starring our audience as hero.

OUR INTERNAL STORY strategy 

A story-based brand unites all communications and activities within a coherent, sweeping narrative starring our audience as hero.

LOGO: ALTERNATE USAGE

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Logo: Incorrect Usage

If the secondary color of the university is either 
black or white, or if the university has only one 
branding color, the single color is applied like so.

OUR INTERNAL STORY strategy 

A story-based brand unites all communications and activities within a coherent, sweeping narrative starring our audience as hero.

OUR INTERNAL STORY strategy 

A story-based brand unites all communications and activities within a coherent, sweeping narrative starring our audience as hero.

LOGO: CHAPTER VERSIONS

Two primary university colors are incorporated. 

The chapter versions of the logo incorporate the university name and colors.
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Primary Colors

Secondary Colors

pms Black
cmyk 0 0 0 100
rgb 0 0 0

hex #000000

pms 3245
cmyk 45 0 21 0
rgb 128 224 211

hex #83f5e2

pms 376
cmyk 53 0 96 0
rgb 122 184 0

hex #87c425

pms cool gray 2C
cmyk 5 3 4 8
rgb 213 214 210

hex #efefef

pms 380
cmyk 15 0 72 0
rgb 214 227 66

hex #bef201

pms 425
cmyk 38 28 21 63
rgb 86 90 92

hex #414042

pms cool gray 8c
cmyk 23 17 13 41
rgb 139 141 142

hex #969797

pms 355
cmyk 95 0 98 0
rgb 0 155 58

hex #149718

COLOR PALETTE
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HEADER & TITLE
PROXIMA NOVA 
BOLD, ALL CAPS

F

TYPOGRAPHY

Proxima Nova is our primary font and should be used for all communications as the display and header font. Chronicle is our secondary and body font.

Emphasis & Call-out
Chronicle, Bold Italic

Body

Reimagine 
the rules

Chronicle - Roman
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed fermentum euismod molestie. 
Donec et risus ut velit auctor condimentum. Suspendisse tempor fringilla accumsan. Aliquam 
mattis faucibus elit nec porta. Nullam pharetra orci vel felis malesuada viverra. Duis volutpat 
elit vel finibus eleifend. Nullam blandit non nisl non varius.
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